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An Investment in the Future  

Atlantic City Conference offered workshops, Expo and courses 

 

Capitalizing on the Recovery was the theme of the 44th M&A Source Spring Conference and Dealmakers 

Expo in Atlantic City, New Jersey.  The four-day conference provided a range of insights and suggestions 

on how to be effective in the work of lower middle market mergers and acquisitions. 

 

I define the word capitalize as “to treat as capital rather than as expense.”  For those participating fully, 

the week was an investment in the present and the future, offering insights across a diversity of topics 

with direct application to the profession. 

 

Those who attended the conference were able to take in ten different workshops covering topics 

ranging from intergenerational relationships to how Boomers differ from Gen X and Gen Y.  A fascinating 

Shark Tank discussion showed how four private equity groups viewed the same deal.  Other sessions 

offered new graphic ways of presenting CIMs; how to create an automatic pipeline of deals; how two 

MBA students backed by search funds are looking for a company to buy and operate; how industry 

expertise often gives independent sponsors a leg up; what to do when you hit a speed bump on the road 

to closing a deal; how to work more effectively with private equity; practical ways to transfer ownership 

to managers; and what intermediaries can learn from MBA curriculum. 

 

During the Dealmakers Expo, attendees had a chance to pitch deals to some of the most active private 

equity firms and strategic buyers from the United States and Canada.  But equally important, longer 

conversation time provided opportunities for deeper connections between intermediaries and buyer 

groups. The Dealmakers Expo Committee, chaired by Bryce DeGroot, is already at work lining up capital 

providers for the 2015 Fall conference. 

 

The keynote address by Inc Magazine columnist, writer and entrepreneur John Warrillow explored the 

Subscription Economy. Referring to examples in his new book, The Automatic Customer, Warrillow 

pointed out how an increasing number of companies are growing value with subscription models, which 

convert one-time sales into repeating revenue. Warrillow became a Platinum Sponsor of M&A Source 

this year in part because he believes in the profession. He himself has sold a company through a 

professional intermediary. 

 

“Get involved,” was one point made by M&A Source Chairman Joe Lindsey, noting that at present 50 

professionals are volunteering on the various committees. He also noted the organization is blind to 



generational and gender differences, pointing out that women members are leading committees, 

teaching courses and coordinating workshops adding, “we are growing because of our inclusive 

philosophy.” 

 

Among the highlights of the week were meaningful networking opportunities. M&A intermediaries had 

formal and informal opportunities to talk with each other, and to share personal time with other 

professions including private equity fund representatives, attorneys and accountants. 

 

Pat McDonald and the Education Committee fielded a series of five courses, all of which were well 

attended. Several new courses were provided including Life Cycle of a Private Equity Transaction, which 

walked participants through a deal from bid to operating. Monty Walker led a fascinating exploration of 

Working Capital and proved that what might seem like a dry topic could be as challenging as football. 

Opportunities in Healthcare ventured into the new paradigm created by the Affordable Care Act. A lively 

working session tackled the engagement agreements we depend on, and discussed best practices. And 

Tax Boot Camp offered a fast paced march through tax law.   

 

Pat and her committee’s initial plans for the 2015 Fall conference include Five New Courses for the Fall 

Conference. NEW Course #324: Business Valuation for M&A, NEW Course #368: Obtaining Quality 

Engagements with Quality Sellers, NEW Course #386: Getting More of What You Want in Every Deal / 

Negotiation Skills, NEW Course #392: The Road to Hell (and the Courthouse!) Is Paved with Good 

'Intentions': Best Practices in Negotiating Essential Terms for Letters of Intent that Lead to Deal Closings, 

NEW Course #415: The Art of Deal Making as a Buy-Side Advisor - A Report from the Trenches. 

 

Speaking of education, at the conference we learned that our newly organized online education 

committee, headed up by Jim O’Sullivan and May Lu of the Tiffany & Bosco law firm, will be rolling out 

three online education courses this summer.  Stay tuned for more announcements. 

 

We also took time to celebrate our relationship with the Michael J. Coles College of Business at 

Kennesaw State University in Georgia.  This collaboration led to the creation of the Certified M&A 

Professional Program (CM&AP), a highly acclaimed professional certification program helpful to both 

beginners and experienced intermediaries.   

 

Kelly Park, a member of the M&A Source and a lower middle market intermediary at Dailey Resources, 

Inc. in North Richland Hills, Texas, was the winner of the Chet Walden Scholarship awarded by Coles 

College.   

 

The M&A Source and Coles College of Business would like to graciously acknowledge Huron Capital for 

their financial support and generous donation to offset expenses of the winner of the Chet Walden 

Scholarship. 

 

 

http://masource.org/education/certified-m-a-professional-program
http://masource.org/education/certified-m-a-professional-program
http://www.huroncapital.com/


Whether you attended the Atlantic City conference or not, please take time to complete the post 

conference survey if you received it via email.  The results of that survey will be closely reviewed by the 

Conference Planning Committee as we prepare our next session in Albuquerque, New Mexico this 

November. Planning is already under way and suggestions would be appreciated.  Feel free to reach out 

to me directly at jhowe@bts-m-a.com or 603-715-5420. 

 

Members of the association receive tremendous value for their annual fees. The Tools of the Trade 

session focused on some of these benefits which can be directly used in our practices. A full list of 

member benefits can be found on the MAS website by clicking here or by pasting the following link into 

your web browser: http://masource.org/membership/benefits 

 

The conference would not have been possible without the ongoing support of sponsors. In addition to 

John Warrillow’s Value Builder System and Kennesaw State’s Coles College of Business, sponsors include 

Prospect Partners, McGladrey, KLH Capital, Huron Capital, Tregaron Capital, RWI, Main Street Capital, 

Divestopedia, Pitchbook,  Intralinks Dealnexus®, Buyouts Insiders, Business Valuation Resources LLC, The 

ValueBuilder Systems, Citrix Sharefile and Plante Moran. Thanks to Jeff Swiggett and the sponsorship 

committee for a job well done! 

 

Spring is a time for planting and cultivating gardens. Similarly, the conference was the starting point for 

the opportunities that lie ahead this year as a time for reflection and redirection.  You have to plant the 

seeds now to see the harvest down the road. 

 

John Howe, CEPA 
M&A Source Conference Chairman 
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